Eligibility:
- Maintain a good 2.1 overall performance in your studies

Eligible courses:
- BA Hispanic Studies
- BA Hispanic Studies with (Joint Honours) 50% Modern Language 50% another subject
- BA Hispanic Studies with (Major:Minor) 75% Modern Languages 25% another subject
- BA in Modern Languages
- BA in Modern Languages and Economics
- BA in Modern Languages and Linguistics
- BA in Modern Languages with Linguistics

Key facts
- Majority of students will go abroad during their third year
- Exchange options for one full year, part year, split placement.
- Work and Study options available
HISPANIC STUDIES AGREEMENTS

EUROPEAN PARTNERS

SPAIN

UNIVERSITY OF CÁDIZ
UNIVERSIDAD PABLO DE OLVIDE
UNIVERSITY OF SALAMANCA
UNIVERSIDAD DE MÁLAGA
UNIVERSITAT DE VALENCIA
UNIVERSITAT DE VALLADOLID
UNIVERSIDAD DE VIGO
UNIVERSIDAD DE ZARAGOZA

WORLDWIDE PARTNERS

CHILE

PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATOLICA

COLOMBIA

PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD JAVERIANA

PUERTO RICO

RIO PIEDRAS